Tour: Nikko Toshogu Shrine ·Kegon Falls ·Senjo-gahara Tour
Hosted by Saitama University
Duration: 8:30-19:00 Wed. 22th Aug. (approx. 10.30 hrs.)
Rendezvous: Omiya ward Office Ent bus stop.
Please walk a look at the map (blue line) from East exit of Omiya station.
Drop-off: Near the Omiya station
Driving time: 6.00 hrs.
Tour Size (Numbers): 30-45
Fee: 10,000 JPY
Included: Bus fare included in the tour, Lunch box, Guide in English and Entrance fees.
Not included: Pick up service, Drop-off service

Tour Description
There is a popular Japanese saying, “Do not say fine without seen the Nikko”. Nikko
is a beautiful mountainous area with rich natural beauty. Nikko will bring you the finest feeling
of nature with breezing waterfalls, bluish lakes, and lush landscapes. We have carefully
arranged a Nikko day tour during the ISE2018 to give you the best experience of this rich
nature.
The tour includes one of the world cultural heritage site, Nikko Toshogu shrine,
which opened for public recently after major refurbishments. You will witness the world
famous three wise monkeys “I do not know · I do not talk · I do not listen” there.
The Kegon Falls is the most famous among the famous 48 waterfalls of Nikko, and
it is one of the three main waterfalls in Japan. People amazed at the splendid beauty of the
landscape and the splashing water falling from 97 meters.
The mount Akagi which extends over lake Chūzenji and Senjogahara plateau is a
famous hiking trail. The lake Chūzenji formed 20,000 years ago when volcanic mountain
Nantai erupted and blocked a river. Now the lake and the mountains are an eye-catching
landscape which you will be loved to see. The Senjogahara plateau was once a Lake and
now has become a beautiful plateau of over 400 hectares. Apart from those, bird-watching
and witnessing over 350 plant species during the trip will boost your experience.
Even though you have visited Nikko before, you may feel a difference since Nikko
is refreshing each day. We will ensure your safety and happiness all through the day.

Tour will start from Omiya ward Office Ent bus stop at 08:30, and return to the same point at
19:00. You will enjoy the lunch served on the bus.

Time Schedule
Time

Program

Meet at Omiya ward Office Ent bus stop
8:30

(40 min from Ochanomizu station by local train and
walk for 5 min from East exit of Omiya station)

8:45–11:00

Departure and drive to Nikko

11:00–12:30

Arrival and visit Nikko Toshogu Shrine

12:45–13:40

Departure and drive to Kegon Falls (take Lunch box in the
bus)

14:00–14:40

Arrival and visit Kegon Falls

14:40–15:00

Departure and drive to Senjogahara

15:00–16:00

Senjogahara Hiking, Altitude 1,395m

16:00–19:00

Departure and drive to Omiya Station

Nikko Toshogu Shrine

Kegon falls

Senjogahara

Lunch

